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App to increase followers and likes on instagram

This post is part of Change Generation, our series about young entrepreneurs changing the world. Do you have many followers on Instagram? Congratulations! This means that you are very good at taking retro-leaked pictures of your dog/child/vacation/food/shoes/shirtless chest, and people are interested in seeing what you're going to post next! But assuming you're not a
professional photographer or internet celebrity actively engaged in building your personal brand, have you ever stopped to wonder what, exactly, all these followers have done for you lately? Allan Holmes did. If there's anything you're good at, you should be rewarded for it, he says. If someone has the ability to reach at least 500 people, that means their photos matter. So 14
weeks ago, he and co-founders Nathan Michael and Corbett Drummey launched Popular Pays, a platform that allows Chicago companies to connect with local Instagram influencers to form a mutually beneficial agreed relationship. Our goal is to make our influencers their own mini-celebrities. How it works: Companies offer a free product in exchange for a certain number of
followers–500 is the minimum requirement–with the implicit promise that Instagrammers who take advantage of the offer will share a creative and enthusiastic photo of the product with their followers before, during and/or after consumption. We don't ask anyone to do anything new, says Holmes. People are already doing this. We are allowing small businesses to touch on this, and
use it to sell their product. Think of it as a series of small endorsement deals, in which everyone has the potential to be their own media channel. Our goal is not celebrities, says Holmes. Our goal is to make our influencers their own mini-celebrities. Those of us who grew up with rotary phones and the Walgreens photo processing desk can still cast a striking eye on Instagram and
its enthusiasm, but at just 26, Holmes grew up with social media sewn into the fabric of his relationships with the real world. I first got Facebook in 2005, he says. I was in college and I would run around and take a lot of pictures with my friends and upload them and get a lot of likes. I wasn't a cool kid in high school, but when I came home for the Christmas holidays, everyone was
like, Your life looks so entertaining!. Uploading photos to Facebook literally made people think I had a cooler life than I did. That stayed with me. Holmes studied at the Savannah College of Art and Design, began internships at a major advertising firm, and graduated from a job as art director. I was attracted to advertising because by telling stories and introducing products, you're
shaping culture, he says. I also love the dna, and the fact that your online experience can change your real life. But it was his friendship with a photographer named Paul Octavious who provided the real spark of Popular Pays. I followed him on Instagram 100 weeks ago, says Holmes. He had followers, and he was just Instagramming for fun. Cut so far, it has 420,000 followers,
and big brands are flying it to take pictures. He's using his influence on Instagram for profit. That's great for him, but what about people with only 1,000 followers? Only 500? They should be able to do the same on a smaller scale. So Holmes quit his job and threw it all behind the Popular Pays concept, relying almost entirely on his Instagram networks and Michael to get the ball
rolling. If a picture is worth a thousand words, why would you use 140 characters? Right now, if you live in Chicago, 1,000 Instagram followers will give you a slice of cherry pie at the Bang Bang Pie store. In return, Bang Bang Pie can be sure that 1,000 new people are about to discover their stunning cherry pie. This is a word-of-mouth marketing textbook-peer-to-peer-to-peer
support delivered in an authentic way that transcends promoted sites and sponsored stories - built on a social platform that, so far, has been underexploited in terms of value. Facebook is full of baby pictures and people you barely know from high school, says Holmes. Instagram, you only follow people whose photos you like. It's so simple and beautiful. Why not use Twitter? If a
picture is worth a thousand words, why would you use 140 characters? Holmes responds, without missing a beat. So far, Popular Pays has logged more than 100 transactions (other exchanges currently available include a bike hire for 4,000 followers, and a skydiving trip for 40,000) and there has been something pleasingly lo-fi about the sharing experience - customers have
simply walked to the counter and showed shopkeepers their Instagram account. A new app due this month will institute a more high-tech transaction interface, but ultimately the cornerstone of Popular Pays may become the most analog aspect of all: the honor system. After all, if people eat their cake free without snap and share a photo, all kinds of break down. Some people are
like, 'Why don't you make them take a picture?' Holmes admits. We don't believe in that. If you make them take a picture, that's not word-of-mouth advertising, that's spam. On the plus side, according to Holmes' follow-up, there is a 40% chance that Popular Pays users will buy something else when they redeem their barters, and most of them also end up following the businesses
participating in Instagram. We don't force anyone to do anything, but we'll definitely follow Bang Bang Pie because they just got a free cake, Holmes explains. This allows the company to start a more natural conversation than creating ads and telling people what to do. Similar to Google AdWords, companies pay popular payments for depending on the influence. And while the
platform is limited to Chicago for now, Holmes has plans to expand into other cities through an upcoming app called Popular Demand, which will allow influencers out of the to suggest your local businesses through –what else?–send photos. Holmes says the ultimate goal, in addition to building a successful business, is to completely democratize the social currency, and put a
dollar amount at its value. They are working with a former Groupon developer to determine specific influence metrics, at which point the hope is to open the platform to everyone, whether it has five followers or 500,000. Everyone influences someone, says Holmes. I grew up in an ecclesiastical environment, and have always been very fascinated with a person standing in front of
an audience and telling them that something can change their lives. That's exactly what advertising is doing every day: telling people they can be happier. I want to take that power and give it to everyone, make the king of the product, so it's no longer a brand that talks about themselves. Oh, and also: We want to send one of our influencers to the moon, says Holmes. It's
completely serious. Do you know how Virgin Galactic is letting people buy tickets? We want one of our influencers to be able to use their social value to jump on a jet and go to the moon. People take pictures of planes all the time. Imagine taking a picture of a shuttle. Despite his co-founder's concerns that space shuttles may not be equipped with wi-fi, Holmes is determined that
the experience may still work. They can take a picture and post it when they come back. Instagram is the ideal platform to stay up to date with your friends and get to know new ones, but it's also fun to see who keeps up to date on all your latest posts. So, if you're curious about whether someone follows you on Instagram, you can bet you're not alone. There are a few ways to find
out exactly who should see your selfies and photos Thursday when they open Instagram first thing in the morning. It's always been possible to check and see if anyone follows you on Instagram. As soon as a person starts following it, you get a notification – you can find it by clicking on the small heart icon at the bottom of the page. But if that person started following weeks or even
months ago, the process takes a little more funding if you don't know the right tricks. First, you'd head to your profile to find your list of followers. Then you would scroll through hundreds (or maybe thousands, you popular companion) of usernames looking for a specific person. Depending on how many people follow you, this can be a great company, and you always run the risk of
losing your name on the list. The alternative is even worse: you would have to slog through your list of followers to see if your username made the cut. Basically, these two options are less than ideal. Fortunately, there's an easier way to see who follows you or see who followed you on Instagram - that's what you need to do. In place, go to your profile page to reach your profile,
click the small person icon in the bottom right corner of the screen. If you have the username, you should be able to check whether or not they follow you directly from the profile page. Note, however, that this will only work if you are using the mobile app, not desktop. Tap Followers at the top of your profile page, you need to see three numbers. One indicates how many Instagram
posts you have (posts), another indicates how many people follow you (followers), and another indicates how many people you're following (next). Tap the number of followers and it should be opened in a list of public accounts that follow you. Find the user name of the person From there, you should be able to type the name or user name of the person you are checking on the
search bar to see if it exits; as you can see, if the person does not follow you back, their name will not appear. You can also check it by going to the other user's profile and searching through their list below to see if your name comes out. If you want to go one step further and see which of your followers have not followed you on Instagram without visiting each of their profiles,
applications like Followers Track for Instagram! and FollowMeter for Instagram will keep tabs. That said, if you just wonder if a particular person stopped following you, finding your name in the Followers section could be just as quick. There's always a chance that what you find will be disappointing, but at least you can take comfort in knowing that you can find out so easily. And
hey, then you'll know who your real friends are. And if you're interested in gaining more followers, you can check out these 10 proven ways to increase your Instagram following. Following.
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